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“Iran’s glory has always been its culture.” This quote, taken from author Richard Nelson
Frye’s latest book Greater Iran exhibits the importance and inherent relationship between a
culture and its people. Like America, Iran cherishes its unique and complicated cultural identity.
Whether it is Iran’s intrinsic value of personal relationships in the business world, or the
importance of family, examination of specific aspects of Iranian culture, including its history,
gender roles, education, business norms, and kinship, demonstrates to an audience the strength
and beauty seen in a culture alike, yet very different from our own. It is through this
examination, that an audience is then able to appreciate the exquisitely complex social norms
that this country practices.
In order to gain a greater understanding of the people of Iran, one ought to first consider
their own current perceptions and question possible misunderstandings. A common source of
confusion is the meaning of term “Persia”. Historically Europeans referred to the people in the
region of Iran as Persians, a term which has it’s roots in ancient Greece. However, in the
beginning of the twentieth century the Shah of Iran requested that the world refer to the country
and it’s people just as Iranians do. This can be understood by analogy as the same as if Germans
asked the world to refer to them as Deutsche. The term also points at another source of
misunderstanding: Iranians are not Arabs, they are actually part of their own distinct ethnic
group.
As to not avoid an obvious perception in the modern world, we must admit that Iranian
and Western culture are seen to be in the midst of a “culture clash” in which perceived
differences in values often result in tension or even violence. From a perspective within the

United States there is little clarity as to why this is the case, so we must examine the history and
culture of Iran to better understand these perceptions.
History
The way that history has shaped the culture of Iran contrasts sharply with the way
American culture has developed. The most obvious differences come through examining the
extreme variation in the time scale of histories. For example, the region surrounding Iran is often
described as the place where history began. Iran was part of the Fertile Crescent at the eastern
edge of Mesopotamia where many of the first agricultural civilizations developed over 6000
years ago. This distinction shows how long Iran has developed its own culture, but on the other
hand Iran has radically changed within the recent past. Much of what defines the current state of
Iran is the result of the 1979 Islamic Revolution and the Iran-Iraq war – events which occurred
within the past generation. Furthermore, it is events of the past fifty years which have created the
tumultuous sociopolitical relationship between Iran and the United States.
For over a century the Western world has heavily relied on the oil rich resources of
countries like Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Iran to sustain their industrialized societies. In the case of
Iran, much of their oil supplies have been consumed through British Petroleum (BP). In 1953
these British interests were put into jeopardy when the administration of the democratically
elected prime minister of Iran, Mohammed Mossadegh, decided to nationalize their Iranian oil
reserves. The British government then determined that the only way to protect their interests
would be to overthrow the government, but they needed U.S. support in order to accomplish the
task. The British were able to convince the U.S. that Iran was a communist threat and this led the
CIA to develop a covert operation, Operation Ajax, to overthrow the government. The coup d'état

replaced Mossadegh with army general Fazlollah Zahedi and instated the Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi as the leader of the country. This government was thoroughly autocratic and operated
under martial law for many years. It also maintained a strong alliance with both Great Britain
and the United States helping protect their access to Iranian oil. The effect of Operation Ajax
clearly planted seeds of hatred toward the U.S. in the Iranian people and throughout the Middle
East (De Luce).
The Iranian people grew so troubled by their U.S. backed dictatorship that it led to the
1979 Iranian Revolution in which they overthrew the Shah, instated Ayatollah Khomeini as their
leader, and voted to make the nation an Islamic Republic (Iran). In the wake of the revolution
Iranian students stormed the U.S. embassy in Tehran and held 66 American hostages. While the
hostages were eventually released, this single event severed the political relationship between the
two countries and has yet to be mended by diplomatic means. The Iranian revolution and the
hostage crisis were pivotal moments in the history of Iran and can be viewed as having a societal
impact similar to the Boston Tea Party and the American Revolution in the United States. The
important consideration to make when noting this parallel is that the recentness of the Iranian
Revolution keeps it strong in the collective memory of Iranian culture while history has faded the
meaning of the American Revolution and the United States is now a close ally with its former
imperialist enemy.
The relationship between Iran and the United States was even further marred when the
U.S supported Iraq in the Iran-Iraq War. In 1980 Iraq invaded Iran to gain territory important for
it's oil lines and fought under the assumption that the country had been weakened by the
revolution. In this intense and prolonged war Iraq received weapons and other assistance from

European nations and the United States while Iran had largely isolated itself and cut alliances
during its revolution (Paterson). By 1988 Iran was able to drive Iraqi forces out of the country,
but was left with half a million dead and an even greater distrust of countries like the United
States which had aided Iraq in the war (Rageh Inside Iran).
In part, due to the number of Iranians killed in the war twenty years ago, seventy percent
of the population is now under the age of thirty. This younger generation doesn't share the same
revolutionary fervor that helped Iran win the war and in fact, many young Iranians have begun to
push back against their theocratic regime. Over the past few years thousands of students have
participated in demonstrations denouncing their government and calling for democracy, but often
they are arrested ("Forbidden Iran"). In fact many young Iranians will explain that they don't
dislike Americans, only their government. In this regard the American and Iranian youth share
much in common. At the same time, the Iranian government regularly leads demonstrations
against Israel and the United States - especially when an Islamic nation is under attack as was
Lebanon in July of 2006 (Rageh Inside Iran).
The complicated relationship between the United States and Iran is largely the result of
poor communication between the two countries. The United States has had little interaction with
Iran since 1979 and in fact, the Bush administration has refused to speak with Iran until recently
this year. The situation is difficult for Iranians too because their government keeps most
Westerners and reporters out and censors the media. In 2000, the Clinton administration went as
far as to formally apologize for the 1953 coup d'état yet in the July 2007 democratic debates
Hillary Clinton was one of the few candidates who said they would make no guarantee of
diplomatic dialogue with hostile governments like Iran (Raum). In addition to the lack of

communication between governments there seems to be poor media coverage of anything other
than that which might pose a threat, so both cultures easily develop a sense of hostility toward
one another.
When the recent history of Iran is put into perspective, it's easier to understand their
critical views of the United States. The actions of the United States government have put the
nation of Iran through many hardships: taking down their democratic government and backing
Iraq in the devastating Iran-Iraq war. Most people in the United States are completely unaware of
the history of these events because they were in fact done in secrecy, even illegally, without the
consent of the electorate. Attitudes seem to be changing in the youth of Iran and there seems to
be more of an understanding of the disconnect between the people and the government - both in
American and in Iran. The change is likely fueled by the readily accessible and uncensored
communication made available by mobile phones and the internet ("Forbidden Iran"). Even still,
considering recent tensions between the governments of Iran and the United States, it's clear that
a more open dialogue between the two cultures is necessary for us to better understand one
another.
Social and Gender Roles
Comparing the social and gender roles of Iran, it isn’t hard to see the similarities between
our culture and theirs, however, their culture at times were a little stricter then ours. From Iran:
A Country Study, “Iranian society before the revolution practiced public segregation of the sexes.
Women generally practiced use of the chador (or veil) when in public or when males not related
to them were in the house.” Before the westernization, the ideal society for Iranian’s women
were to be confined in the household performing domestic task such as cleaning, cooking, and

taking care of the children, while the men worked in the public eye in the fields, factories, and
offices in which they brought home the money. This resembles American culture in the fifties
where the women where taught to be house wives that catered to their husbands. When the
women didn’t perform this task or if there was an altercation in the household the family was
looked down upon. Women were expected to follow this task with no arguments. Also, to
strengthen these traditions, the attitude was reflected in the public with things such as the
education system, which maintained separate schools for boys and girls from the elementary
through the secondary levels. This is also very familiar to the education system in the early
fifties where women that took home economics in high school were taught to prepare for the
husbands arrival after a long day of work. They were also expected to get his paper ready, quiet
the kids, and have the dinner ready. Those were just some of the ideals that were taught in the
schools that women were supposed to follow. With those traditions came problems among the
people, stated by the Federal Research Division “Traditional attitudes on the segregation of
women did clash sharply with the views and customs of the secularized upper and middle
classes, especially those in Tehran. Mixed gatherings, both public and private, were the norm.”
Prior to the revolution there were three different kinds of classes of women performing work; the
upper, middle and lower class. Among the upper classes, women either worked as professionals
or undertook voluntary projects of various kinds, whereas middle class women worked outside
the home only if they absolutely had to. The lower class women frequently worked outside the
home, especially in major cities, because their incomes were needed to support their household.
When women worked outside the home it was looked down upon because women were thought
to only work inside.

Even though the Iranian culture is strict in their roles for women and men there have been
some changes due to westernization. Their culture is like any other culture that has experienced
the touch of expansion. There culture has thus involved since the revolution and developed
many changes to women in society. Among the ideas that have became important to the women
of Iran are the involvement in the public world. The Pahlavi government encouraged women to
get as much education as possible and to participate in the labor force at all levels. Published by
the Federal Research Division, “After 1936, when Reza Shah banned the chador, veiling came to
be perceived among the minority of elite and secular middle-class women as a symbol of
oppression. Before the Revolution, Iranian society was already polarized between the
traditionally minded majority and a minority of involved women who were dedicated to
improving the status of women. As early as 1932, Iranian women held a meeting of the Oriental
Feminine Congress in Tehran at which they called for the right of women to vote, compulsory
education for both boys and girls, equal salaries for men and women, and an end to polygamy. In
1963 women were given the right to vote and to hold public office.” Women were active
participants in the revolution. Most of the strongest activists were professional women of the
middle class that could attract political attention. Following the revolution, the status of women
changed a great deal. According to Jone Lewis, “The main social group to inherit political
power--the traditional middle class--valued most highly the traditional role of women in a
segregated society. Accordingly, laws were enacted to restrict the role of women in public life;
these laws affected primarily women of the secularized middle and upper classes. Hejab, or
properly modest attire for women, became a major issue. Although it was not mandated that
women who had never worn a chador would have to wear this garment, it was required that

whenever women appeared in public they had to have their hair and skin covered, except for the
face and hands. The law has been controversial among secularized women, although for the
majority of women, who had worn the chador even before the Revolution, the law probably has
had only negligible impact.”
Business
Having the proper business etiquette is extremely important in American culture. Who a
person knows and what they know will bring great success. However, without proper etiquette,
problems may arise. Most experienced people understand what to do when faced with a business
deal but what happens to those without that experience? Take a typical American business man
and send him to Tehran, Iran for a business transaction.
Before any business transactions occur, a businessman must make an appointment at least
one month in advance. He must then confirm this appointment at least one week prior and again
upon arrival into town. As he is on his way to the appointment, he must be careful to be punctual
as it would be rude if he were not. Not to be confused, most Iranians are not punctual but as an
outsider, it is necessary to show respect in this way. There are a few times throughout the year in
which business should be avoided in consideration of Iranian culture. No-Rooz is their New
Year celebration when most offices, businesses and shops are closed for approximately two to
three weeks. Ramadan is a month of fasting with a festival, the Eid-e Fetr, celebrating its end,
which is another time that business should be avoided when possible.
Personal relationships are the key to success when dealing in a business transaction in
Iran. The initial meeting between two companies is spent on getting to know one another to
build trust and a strong relationship. When the business man first arrives, he must properly

address his Iranian counterpart by his or her title name and surname. Conversation is focused on
personal matters such as family and health; he is not allowed to initiate any discussion on
business matters. Subsequent meetings are typically set up for real business matters to be
discussed. Decision-making and negotiating take a lot of time due to the importance of
relationship building in their culture.
Education
To ensure the proper education for any Iranian, a student must first make his or her way
through pre-school, primary, middle/guidance, and secondary education. If they choose to
continue into higher education, they must then complete their pre-University education. Only
about 27% of all students that try for the National Entrance Exam are able to continue onto
higher education. Their education system is split into single-sex schools. Grade levels up to
higher education tend to be free but many private schools and universities are beginning to
charge tuition due to a higher demand. Approximately 50% of Iran’s population is under the age
of 25; therefore it becomes difficult to provide the proper education. The government of Iran has
tried to implement programs for education to be more available, such as assigning teachers to
specific areas.
Pre-school is optional at age five and by age six, children automatically move up to
primary education for the next five years. Middle/guidance education only lasts for three years
but is quite similar to primary education. Also similar to the US education system, these two
phases offer general education to build up student’s interests for later schooling. Unlike our
education system, the Iranian system requires national and regional exams after these two phases
as a requirement for the continuation of their education. Next is secondary school, which is

somewhat equivalent to ours, where students attend from age 14 to 17. At this level, students
examine two different types of education that include theoretical and technical classes. Upon
completion of these four phases of education, students may then choose to find a job, continue
onto a technical school, or continue onto higher education. In order to continue their education,
they must enter into pre-University education to prepare for the National Entrance Exam, which
is highly competitive and necessary for a college education.
Kinship
There are many interesting elements to the kinship and family relations among the
Iranian culture. In this specific culture, the term ‘household’ has very different connotations than
it does within American Culture. In Iranian culture, the household does not refer to an actual
structure where the family unit resides. Instead it describes the cooperation and relationship
between the man and the woman. As in many cultures, the man is responsible for the household
and whether or not it succeeds. The father also has other responsibilities as well. He is
responsible for whether or not the children receive their education and how they progress their
faith. The family within the Iranian culture is a very autonomous aspect of their culture. It is also
heavily based on male supremacy. Whether the oldest male member is the grandfather, father, or
oldest son, they obtain the right to rule the household. One of the most complex kinship relations
among the Iranian culture is the use of arranged marriages. This kinship practice is one that is
heavily based on the gender hierarchy practice by the Iranian culture. Polygamy in many places
is also practiced in connection with this gender hierarchy. Polygamy is a sign of wealth in the
Iranian culture. The women who generally partake in this polygamy are from lower status and do
this to obtain wealth and economic mobility.

The wife’s power in this kinship relationship is based heavily on her fertility. The more
decedents that the wife can provide for the family to carry on their name the more power the
family has. Until the woman provides a child for the family, she is not fully accepted by the
kinship members. Something important to keep in mind is that since birth each young boy or girl
is heavily restricted with what they can do depending on their gender. From a young age the girls
are taught to obey, be patient, and eventually be good mothers. The boys are taught from birth
that they need to be strong, command, and protect.
Location and residency has a lot to do with the different characteristics for each
individual Iranian family. Middle and lower class families live in small rented rooms around a
communal courtyard. They live separately economically, and in Iranian culture this would be
considered their extended family. Members of the kinship groups enjoy being a part of them
because they benefit economically and have a sense of protection and unity.
In many ways the modern world has shaped and changed some of the aspects that have
existed throughout history. We have seen this throughout many different cultures throughout the
world. Iranian culture has gone through socioeconomic, political, and cultural changes. In 1967 a
provision was finally passed that allowed women to be able to get a divorce, which was a huge
step for women’s rights. Polygamy was also later restricted and women were often given the
right to have custody over the children within those relationships. Women have also been given
the right to choose whether or not they want to pursue an education and were given the basic
freedoms of doing what they wish without a man’s permission. Although many things have
changed within the Iranian culture, the process of choosing a spouse has yet to formally change.
Still most marriages rely somewhat on the family having a say in the chosen spouse. Many of the

marriages still exhibit the cultural tradition of marrying within one’s own family whether it be
with cousins or second cousins. Statistics show that this is still very prevalent within Iran.
Another aspect of modernity on the family and kinship system is the fact that many
Iranian families are separating due to technology. Now many extended families are breaking up,
and grandparents and extended relatives are no longer living with what we in America call the
nuclear family.
In comparison to the United States and our kinship relations, there are many differences
but also many similarities. Just like within the Iranian culture, Americans strive to put a large
emphasis on the importance of family. For example, most of the American politicians we see
today strive to show that they are heavily influenced by the importance of family issues within
their campaigns. Although women have the right to live autonomously without a man’s
influence, many still argue that relationships within the United States are still very gender
hierarchical with men on the top. For example, men are paid more and reside in higher-ranking
jobs than women do in general. One of the most obvious differences between our cultures would
be our taboo over marrying within one’s own family. There is an interesting incest taboo with in
the United States that heavily prohibits marrying anyone that you are related to through kinship.
Where as in the Iranian culture it is seen as something that is normal and celebrated. I find it
interesting to look at two cultures that are geographically so far away and still see such striking
similarities between the ways in which we live.
Conclusion
The politics of Iran can be seen on television screens and in newspapers almost every day
in the United States, but they often lack the context of culture or history. Without this context we

are unable to find the meaning in so much of what we see and hear about this rich and
fascinating culture and often we are left to be swayed by inexplicable perceptions of hostility or
violence. For the past few years there has been talk about a war between the United States and
Iran, but so much of the world is left struggling to ask why. As new forms of communication
allow our two cultures to better understand each other we can more fully appreciate our
commonalities and decipher our perceived differences.
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